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Google Sites is free but basic. There are definitely better more customizable website builders, but they cost money. So it's a matter of your budget. If you choose to use Google Sites, you should know that you only include one template with multiple style options (called Themes in Google Sites). This is why all of the examples below look similar. Those with the most unique looks
have made the most of Google Sites using their own photography and typography. Note — If finding a free website builder is important, you may also want to try Weebly. It has the best free plan among website builders. Note: My work is supported by affiliate commissions. Read more » You cannot perform that action at this time. You are logged in with another tab or window.
Reload to refresh the session. You are logged out of another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can create better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can create better products. You can
always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, please see our Privacy Statement. We use essential cookies to perform essential functions of the website, for example, they are used to log in. More information Always On We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can improve them,
for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to perform a task. Learn more about page 2 You can't do that right now. You are logged in with another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. You are logged out of another tab or window. Reload to refresh the session. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to
understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can create better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com so that we can create better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Preferences at the bottom of the page. For more information, please see our Privacy Statement. We use
essential cookies to perform essential functions of the website, for example, they are used to log in. More information Always Active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites so that we can improve them, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to perform a task. More information Google's best site
design is the one that helps you sell more products and services to your customers. No matter how beautiful your place is, or how eye-catching it is. Your site will be designed from the beginning to be a powerful marketing tool that attracts its visitors, arouses their interest in their products and convinces them to make a purchase And if the sites we design are also beautiful (which
are), that's just one more reason for you to be proud of it. We use proven direct selling techniques to capture contact information from visitors to your site (so you can use them in your future marketing), using a rich mix of copy, graphics and technology to stimulate interest and demand, and ultimately to close the sale. It is also a unique meeting place where your staff can meet to
improve their efficiency and communications, using specialized Google gadgets. Those are just a few of the differences between our sites and 95% of the others out there. Our designers and developers are all veteran professionals of online marketing, and their work reflects their experience. [' type: thumb-down, id: missingTheInformationINeed, label:Missing the information I
need a,- type: thumb-down, id: tooComplicatedTooManySteps, label:Too complicated / too many steps á, id: outOfDate, label:Out of date á , type: thumb-down, id: samplesCodeIssue, label:Samples/Code issue -,- type: thumb-down, id: otherDown, label:Other ? [- type: thumb-up, id: easyToUnderstand, label:Easy to understand ,- type: thumb-up, id: solvedMyProblem, label:Solved
my problem -, type: thumb-up, id: otherUp, Other This section introduces a code that you can use to familiarize yourself with the Sheets API. It also provides a set of recipe examples that show how to translate an expected Sheets action into an API request. In many cases there is more than one way to complete a particular task with the API. When deciding how to approach a task,
consider the following: If you only need to read or write cell values, the spreadsheets.values collection is a better choice than the spreadsheet collection. The first interface is easier to use for simple read/write operations. Whenever possible, use the batch methods (spreadsheet.batchUpdate, spreadsheet.values.batchGet, and spreadsheet.values.batchUpdate) to group multiple
requests into a single method call. The use of these batch methods improves efficiency; reduce client HTTP overhead, reduce the number of queries made, reduce the number of revisions to the document, and ensure the atomicity of all changes in the batch. Recipes The examples listed in this section show how to express common actions in Google Sheets as v4 Spreadsheet
API requests. These examples are presented in the form of HTTP requests to be language-neutral. For information about how to implement spreadsheet API request protocols in a specific language using the Google API client libraries, see the Read/Write Values guide and the Updating spreadsheets. The recipes in this section fall into the following categories: Basic Reading —
Recipes that show the most direct ways to read the values of a sheet. Sheet. Writing — Recipes that show the most direct ways to write values on a sheet. Basic format: Recipes that show how to change the appearance of sheets and cells. Charts: Recipes that show how to create and modify charts on a sheet. Conditional formatting: Recipes that show how to modify the
appearance of the cell based on conditions. Data operations: Recipes that show how to create, move, and manipulate data in a worksheet. Named and Protected Ranges: Recipes that show how to create, update, and delete named and protected ranges in a worksheet. PivotTables: Recipes that show how to create PivotTables on a sheet. Row and column operations: Recipes
that show how to add, remove, and move rows and columns and update their properties. Sheet operations: Recipes that show how to create, delete, and update sheet properties within a worksheet. [' type: thumb-down, id: missingTheInformationINeed, label:Missing the information I need a,- type: thumb-down, id: tooComplicatedTooManySteps, label:Too complicated / too many
steps á, id: outOfDate, label:Out of date á , type: thumb-down, id: samplesCodeIssue, label:Samples/Code issue -,- type: thumb-down, id: otherDown, label:Other ? [- type: thumb-up, id: easyToUnderstand, label:Easy to understand ,- type: thumb-up, id: solvedMyProblem, label:Solved my problem -, type: thumb-up, id: otherUp, Other Unless otherwise noted, the content of this
page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License, and the code examples are licensed under the Apache 2.0 License. For more information, see the Google Developer Site Policies. Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Last updated 2019-08-12 UTC. [' type: thumb-down, id: missingTheInformationINeed, label:Missing the information I
need a,- type: thumb-down, id: tooComplicatedTooManySteps, label:Too complicated / too many steps á, id: outOfDate, label:Out of date á , type: thumb-down, id: samplesCodeIssue, label:Samples/Code issue -,- type: thumb-down, id: otherDown, label:Other ? [- type: thumb-up, id: easyToUnderstand, label:Easy to understand ,- type: thumb-up, id: solvedMyProblem, label:Solved
my problem -, type: thumb-up, id: otherUp, Other This section introduces a set of sample applications and recipe examples that show how to translate a planned Slides action into an API request. Codelabs The Slides Codelab teaches you how to use the Google Slides API as a custom presentation tool for analyzing the most common software licenses. You'll learn how to view all
the open source code on GitHub with BigQuery and create a slide deck with the Slides API to present your Sample applications The Markdown to Slides command-line tool allows you to generate slide decks from shrink files. You can use this to explore the Slide API, or branch the repository and modify the code to provide Google Slides output to your JavaScript application.
Recipes The examples listed in this section show how to express common actions in Google Slides as slide API requests. These examples are presented in the form of HTTP requests to be language-neutral. The Create a Slide, Merge Data to Slides, Add Text and Shapes, Add Graphics, and Style Text guides show examples of implementing slide API request protocols in specific
languages using the Google API client libraries. The recipes in this section fall into the following categories: Basic Reading — Recipes that show common ways to read information from a presentation. Basic Writing — Recipes that show common ways to write in a presentation. Item operations: Recipes that display common page item creation and editing tasks. Presentation
operations: Recipes that show how to create and manipulate a presentation. Slide operations: Recipes that show how to create, move, and delete slides in a presentation. Table operations: Recipes that show how to create and edit tables within a slide. Transform operations: Recipes that show how to modify the size and positioning of elements within a slide. There is often more
than one way to complete a particular task with the API. Use the batch presentations.batchUpdate method whenever possible to group multiple update requests into a single method call. This reduces the HTTP overhead of the client, reduces the number of queries, minimizes the number of revisions in the presentation, and makes all changes together atomically. To further
improve performance, use field masks when reading and updating layouts, pages, and page elements. [' type: thumb-down, id: missingTheInformationINeed, label:Missing the information I need a,- type: thumb-down, id: tooComplicatedTooManySteps, label:Too complicated / too many steps á, id: outOfDate, label:Out of date á , type: thumb-down, id: samplesCodeIssue,
label:Samples/Code issue -,- type: thumb-down, id: otherDown, label:Other ? [- type: thumb-up, id: easyToUnderstand, label:Easy to understand ,- type: thumb-up, id: solvedMyProblem, label:Solved my problem -, type: thumb-up, id: otherUp, Other Unless otherwise noted, the content of this page is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License, and code examples
are licensed under the Apache 2.0. For more information, see the Google Developer Site Policies. Java is a registered trademark of Oracle and/or its affiliates. Last updated 2017-06-16 UTC. Utc. Utc.
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